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Truck Parking Sensor System

Truck Parking Sensor System consists of ultrasonic sensors, digital control 
box. LED display. This system detects the distance between the truck and 
its back obstacle with ultrasonic sensors. With the change of alarm sound, 
detect the safe area correctly. It is the best choice for the safe of your 
truck-reversing. 

Accessories

Control Box LED Display with Key 
    (Built-in Speaker)

Ultrasonic Sensor *4 Sensor extension cord *4

Power Cable Display extension cable

The position of the sensor probe installation 
is marked respectively  from left to A, B, C, D
right. (viewed from the rear of the truck 
bumper), showing as the figure.
There should be no protrusions around 
the sensor installation position.  

1. Please spray water when drilling the metal 
    board of the truck bumper for installing the 
    bracket, to avoid overheating of the drill bit.

Sensor Probe Size

Notice:
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For some truck models that are inconvenient 
to punch holes, please mount the L-shaped 
brackets. 
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Bracket Size

Installation 
Sequence

Rubber Mat

Metal Bracket

Rubber Mat Nut

2. All cable ends must be inserted(connection) 
    tightly, then tighten the connection ends nuts 
    to avoid poor contact or falling off during 
    driving vibration.

3. One probe gasket inside and outside 
    respectively the bracket which is fixed on 
    bumper, the probe gaskets must not be 
    omitted, and the nut tightness should be 
    appropriate to maintain elasticity.

4. For some truck models that are inconvenient 
    to punch holes, please use the L-shaped 
    bracket. The size of the L-shaped bracket is 
    shown in the figure.

Sensor Mounting Bracket * 4
     (L-shaped Braclet)
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Connection diagram of parking sensor system

Display

Sensor extension cord 

Display extension cord 

Power cable

Power cable

Display extension cord 

Sensor extension cord 

 Installation diagram

Display
Main Box

Segment Distance Segment Distance

3M 5M

<50cm <80cm

50-100cm 80-150cm

100-150cm 150-250cm

150-250cm 250-350cm

250-300cm 350-500cm

Voice prompt Remarks

Keep ringing, keep ringing

BI.BI.BI....

BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.BI....

BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.BI.
BI.BI.BI....

Mute

Danger, stop immediately

More dangerous, 
pay attention to parking

Normally, 
pay attention to safety

Normally, 
pay attention to safety

Safety

1. Operating Voltage：12-24V 

2. Detection range：0.3-3M ，0.3-5M
3. Reaction time：0.2S
4. Power： 1-1.2W

5. Detection angle： X=Y=60°

6. Accuracy：0.1M
7. Operating temperature：-30 - +80°C

1. After the installation of sensors. tune the direction to the correct. Arrange the 
wire in good order.
2. Connect the red cable from control box to the positive of the reverse light. the 
black wire to the negative.
3. Connect the display with the control box.
4. Put the shift lever to the reverse gear. then the reverse lamp is lighted ln this 
situation, the display should work accordingly.

Test: a. If the display does not work, please check that polarity of the power, 
the cables connection, whether the voltage is suitable. Check the plug on the 
display is well Connected.

b. If distance display in disorder or show 0.0 or give sound continuously. please 
switch the power off. then select the reverse gear again.
5. It should work properly, if test-obstacle is at a distance of 1 m away from the
front of the sensors.
Test: a. When testing the some sensor, if the display give continuous sound or 
show 0.0, please check whether some parts of the car or some unwanted 
objects fall into the detecting range. or the hole is too small to let the sensor too 
tight in it , or the sensors is near to some strong interference sources(such as 
exhaust pipe, other wires);
b. If the display show some number but there are nothing in front of the sensor, 
maybe the sensor is detecting the ground, please check the position and 
direction of the sensor. The sensors should be a little raised in horizontal. The 
sensors may detect the out shoot in the back. such as the license plater, the 
spare wheel and the bumper etc.

When the truck is approaching a smooth slope, 
the slope may not be detected.

The sensor may not be able to detect a small 
or smooth cylinder.

Some objects absorb ultrasonic waves, 
such as sponges. It may not be detected.

Items

Tech  Data 1. The system can only be installed by professionals and only serve as a parking 

aid for drivers.

2. Not all objects can be detected, and the performance of obstacles with different 

characteristics will be quite different.

3, when testing, it is recommended to use the right 50x50cm cardboard as the test 

object, it is not recommended to use human body test.

4. Clean the sensor regularly. For example, snow or dust can reduce efficiency.

5. If the high-pressure water gun is used to clean the vehicle, the sensor may 

temporarily fail, and the water will be automatically restored after evaporation.

6. Do not place the control box, sensor or cable near the heat source, such as 

automobile engine or exhaust device.

7. Any change to the system without permission will immediately void the warranty.

Test after installation: 
Truck reversing, slowly close to the obstacle, check the comparison to Alarm Mode table.
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